MB DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, LOHARDAGA
Summer Vacation Home Assignment-2021
Std. VIII
Subject: English
SKILL
Assignment Question
Reading: Q. –Read the article 'FOUR SHADES OF HUMAN BEINGS' and answer the following
questions:i. What are the four types of human beings according to Buddha ?
ii. What are the characteristics of an ideal human being ?
Writing: Q. – Prapare a speech on the topic 'Media-Impact on Teenagers' in about 150 words.
Speaking: Q. – Deliver a speech on the topic 'Media-Impact on Teenagers' with appropriate
facial expressions, voice modulation etc. and make its short video clip.
Listening : Q. -Listen to the conversation through the given You Tube link and report it. (Link
as provided in the class group)
Art Integrated: Q. - Make a pictorial representation of the poem 'Granny's Tree Climbing'
with a short summary of the poem on a chart paper. (Tag the chart-paper in English notebook.)
(Lit. Chapter)

Subject: Hindi

Subject: Sanskrit

Subject: Maths
Chapter 2 Cubes and cubic roots Worksheet 01 and 02
Brain Teasers, Hots and Enrichments Questions.

Subject: Science
SUBJECT: SCIENCE (PHYSICS)
Complete & learn exercise Q-Ans of chapter " Force and pressure"
SUBJECT: SCIENCE (BIOLOGY)
1) Prepare a list of at least 10 national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and all
the biosphere reserves of India.
2) The growing human population poses a grave threat to biodiversity.
Justify this statement.
3) Extinction of tiger can destabilise the entire forest ecosystem and
result in a larger scale loss of biodiversity. Justify this statement.
4) Write a short note on "Global warming".
5) List five ways in which you as an individual can contribute to
conserving forests and wildlife.
SUBJECT: SCIENCE (CHEMISTRY)
Complete & learn exercise Q-Ans of chapter "Sources of energy" (P.T.-1
portion)
Subject: Social Science
Sub - Geography
Prepare a list of 25 Multipurpose River Valley Projects of India under the
following headings.
1. Name of river projects.
2. Name of River
3. Location of Projects
4. Main purpose of Construction of river projects.
Note: Assigned homework must be done in geography notebook only.
(History + Civics)
1)Make a list of Fundamental Rights and Fundamental Duties.
2)Write a short note on Child Labour.
3) Collect pictures of old building and artifact's and paste in your sst
copy with short explanation.
Subject: Computer
Learn all Q/Answer written of Ch-1 & write in HW note book.
*************

